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ABSTRACT. Evidence is brought together concerning the deglaciation o f a small va lley a nd the subsequent 
development in it of periodic glacie r-dammed lakes . The respecti ve volumes a nd drainage dates of the la kes 
are evaluated , and an attempt is made to relate these to the down-wastage of the impounding glacier. 

REsu ME. Une etude de laes glaciaires IIwTgillaux SliT 75 ails d Brimkjelen, en ,'VOTvege meridionale. On rassemble 
des preuves de la deglaciat ion d ' une petite vallee e t du developpement qui y en est resulte d e lacs tempora ires 
derriere des barrages de glace. On estime les volumes e ties dates de vidange de ces lacs e t o n tente de relic r 
ces faits avec les pen es subies par le glacier qui les ba rra il. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. EiTle Studie an eisgestauten Seell ubeT 75 JallTe - BTimkjelel/ , SudnoTwegel/. Zeugnisse 
Liber den GletscherrLickgang in einem kleinen T a l und die dadurch ausgelos te Entwicklung von periodischen. 
eisgestauten Seen werden zusammengestelll. Die j eweiligen Volumina und AbAussdaten d e l' Secn werden 
ausgewertet ; d a ran schliess! si ch dcr Versuch. e ine Bez ichung zur Aufzehrung des abdamm cndeJ1 Glc!s('hers 
herzustellen. 

INTRODUCTION 

Brimkjelen is a valley whose outl et is blocked by th~ trough glac ier Tunsbergda lsbrcen , 
some 3 km above its terminus . This glacier is some 10 km long and is the longes t outl et orthe 
ice cap Jostedalsbreen. Brimkjelen is some 2 km long by I km wide and is itsel f a former 
glacial trough incised some 800 m below the su rrounding plateau. At the present time this 
valley is drained by several streams flowing from the surrounding plateau icefi elds. These 
streams converge in Brimkjelen and (in August 1973) flow out through a tunnel benea th 
Tunsbergdalsbreen . 

Brimkjelen is free of glacier ice at the present time, though when Rekstad ( 190 1 [a] , Cb] ) 
made the first recorded visit to the site in IgOO, a tongue of ice fl owed down from the ice 
fi elds to join with Tunsbergdalsbreen. The succeeding seventy-five years have seen the 
recession of this tongue, and the freeing of Brimkjelen from glac ier ice. This process has been 
accompanied by the formation of ice-dammed lakes of varying magnitude within the vall ey. 
On many occasions direct observations have been made of such lakes, or their aft ermath, at 
the site. On other occasions the presence of a lake has been infe rred from the effec ts of flooding 
down-va lley in Tunsbergdalen and Leirdalen after the lake has burst out. 

The present paper seeks to assemble previous records of Brimkjelen, in order to investigate 
the pattern and the effect of the shrinkage of glacier ice during recession. Secondly, it a ims 
to determine the magnitude and frequency of resulting ice-dammed lakes, and finally it hopes 
to offer some constructive remarks on the m echanism responsible for filling and draining the 
lakes. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

The earliest evidence for the presence of lakes in Brimkjelen comes from statem ents by the 
inhabitants of Leirdalen, some 8 km down-vall ey from the snout of Tunsbergdalsbreen. In 
Igoo R ekstad ( Igol[a] , Cb] ) made the first recorded visit to Brimkjelen, obse rving the site 
direc tly, describing and photographing it. H e made a subsequent visit in Ig03 (Rekstad , 
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1904, 1905). A particularly large flood took place in 1926, and this is described by Rekstad 
(1927) and Ingstad (1927) . Subsequent information is derived from maps and photographs, 
both aerial and terrestrial, made at a varietiof dates between 1937 and the present day. 
The one exception is the hydrograph record from Leirdalen for June 1970, kindly made 
available by Hr Christian Nielsen of Norges Vassdrags- og Elektrisitetsvesen . The authors 
themselves visited Brimkjelen during 197 I and 1973. These sources of evidence are listed In 

Table J, together with the nature of the information provided. 

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION SOURCES ON LAKES IN BRIMKJELEN 

Photographs 
air air 

rear MOllth Descriptioll "ertical oblique terrestrial SOl/rce 

1900 September • • Rekstad (1905 ) 
1903 September • • Rekstad (1905 ) 
1926 August • • Ingstad (1927) 
1937 July • Finsterwalder (Kick, 1966) 
1938 ? • Pillewizer ( 1952) 
1947 Augusl • Widerees Flyveselskap A/S 
1954 August • Widerees Flyveselskap A/S 
1956 Summer • Pedersen (1958) 
1957 August • Widerees Flyveselskap A/S 
1961 July • Kick (1966) 
1962 August • • Howarth (1968) 
1966 July • Widerees F lyveselskap A/S 
197 1 July • • Mottershead 
1973 July/Augusl • • Mottershead and Ctlllin (this paper) 

M uch of this information provided sufficient evidence for the former extent of Bri'mkjelen 
lakes to be mapped , and their volumes estimated. Some sources provide more reliable data 
for mapping than others, and before discussing the interpretation of the data, it is appropriate 
to discuss their derivation. 

Clearly the ground survey undertaken at Brimkjelen in 1973 was the most accurate survey 
to date. Using a Zeiss Dahlta 010, a definitive map of the 1973 lake and the ice margin of 
Tunsbergdalsbreen was completed and subsequently plotted at a scale of 1 : 5000. At the 
same time, well-marked photographic points within Brimkjelen (on Wideroes Flyveselskap's 
1966 photographs) were surveyed in order to effect a connection between the ground survey 
and subsequent photogrammetric p lotting. Such an approach was necessary in view of the 
logistic problems involved in making a directly surveyed connection with the Norwegian 
national grid, since most of the local trigonometrical stations are both inaccessible and 
invisible from Brimkjelen . 

Good aerial photography was available from Wideroes Flyveselskap for 1957 and 1966, 
at scales of I : 35000 and 1 : 38000 respectively, although the former did not include the 
margin of the plateau ice field. Using a combination of Norwegian trigonometrical stations 
and check controls surveyed by ourselves, basic topographic and morphological plotting of 
Brimkjelen at a scale of I : 15000 was carried out on a Kern PG2 employing the 1966 photo
graphy. Ground verification of the morphological features was carried out in 1973 on photo
graphic enlargements. Figure I shows this basic plot , a combination of the aerial and the 
ground survey. In addition to the topography and morphology, clear lake and ice margins 
were plotted off both sets of photography, with the lake margins correct in altitude to around 
± 1.0 m relatively, but rather less absolutely . 

Next in order of accuracy is the terrestrial photogrammetry carried out by Finsterwalder 
in 1937 and Kick and Dorrer in 1961 (Kick, 1966). Very good correlation between the contour 
patterns from the aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry allows considerable reliance to be 
p laced on both sets of observations. Finsterwalder's original map indicates clear ice margins 
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Fig . I . Brill/kit'/" II. shllwillg basic IO/Jogm/Jhir II lId IlIor/J//I)/ogira/ j l'lIllIrl'). T he ia IIlIngill ., 111"1' cuIII/w ., ile. III km jro ll/ Ih f lIIos1 
reef/It injorlllfllio1l al each locntiol/. 
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Fig. 2. Rekstad 's 1903 photograph (above ) colllpared with olle lake/! ill 1973 jrolll approxilllatei)' Ihe SlIlIIe positioll. Note the 
line qjIractures ill the S/lOW cover ill 1903, similar to the jractures ill Figure 7. 111 1903 glacier ice draillillgfrom the 
plateall icefield covered the floor oj Brimkjelen; b)' 1973 this had shrullk back to the poillt where it termillated ill all ice-jlll! 
at the head oj the vall~y . 
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a t both upper and lower ends of Brimkjelen, wi th a large lake trapped be tween. Kick and 
Dorre r's map is equally clear on ice margins, but , though the presence of a lake in that yea r 
is indicated by ice blocks, there is insuffi cient evidence from which to infer a lake margin . 

In using the rest of the evidence from photographs, of critica l importance was the un
changing nature of the morphological features within Bt' imkjelen. To a quite startling degree, 
such fea tures as groups of la rge boulde rs, small terra ces, and stream patte rns could be posi
tively identified on hi stori c photographs, contemporary photogra phs a nd a lso on ae rial 
photographs. Without this ability to discern commo n points, much of the photographi c 
evidence would have been of purely qualitative and d c:c riptive interest. 

The photograph taken in Ig62 by H owarth and its related description (Howarth , 1968), 
is of considerable value. The highest stranded ice blocks were taken as indica ting the g reates t 
extent of an ice-dammed lake. Cross-interpretation w ith the Ig66 aerial photographs on the 
PG2 allowed an excell ent fix to be ga ined for the lake a ltitude. T his was eas ily extrapolated 
to show a large lake extending tongue-like ove r the su rface of Tunsbergda lsbreen, tying up 
well with Howart h 's d esc ription. 

The photographs and descriptions made by R eksta d in I goo and 1903 are useful, in 
addition to being fascinating documents (Fig. 2). A t tha t time a continuous sheet of ice 
extended down in to Brimkjelen wit h its surface reach ing 100 m lower than that of the main 
glacier . The lateral extent of this ice tongue was carefull y plotted with re ference to the 1966 
aerial photographs and to photographs taken in 1973 from positions a s close as possible to 
those of R ekstad. Additionally, there is clear evidence in a seri es of fra ctures in the ice 
tongue, that the ice had partially colla psed , presumably as the underly ing lake had drained . 
The height of thest' fra c tures was plo t ted a nd calculat e- cl . 

Fi.~ . :;. Oh/illlll' /llwlu!!,rnph uJ i3rilllkjelell IlIken j rolll Iht! CI/.II . with TIIIIJb"gdol.lbll'fll ill Ihl' joregroulld. "j hi.1 i.1 Ih f 1.947 
n/J1i1llle r~Ji!r red to ill the text alld shows clearly the pal/Nil 0/ icebergs de/)osiled ~)' Ihe "ischargill.!!, lakl'. (Photo.gral);' by 
Fje //all.l!,er Wideroe il lS reproduced with permissioll . ) 
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Oblique aerial photographs flown in 1947 and 1954 by Fj ellanger Wideroe A /S were used 
in the same way as the ground photographs. A large lake in 1947 and a much smaller one in 
1954 were inferred from heights of stranded ice blocks (Fig. 3) . However, insuffi c ie nt ev idencf' 
could be adduced to fix the ice margins. 

Finally, the purely verbal d escriptions of the si tuation in Brimkjelen during 1926 by 
Ingstad (1927 ) , during 1938 by Pillewizer (1952 ), during 1956 by Pedersen (1958) and during 
1971 by Mott ershead (1975 ) supply corroborative evidence consid ered elsewhere in t his pa per. 

GLACIER FLUCTUATIONS 

Before discussing the pattern of lake formation, it is first necessary to examine the changes 
which have taken place in the bod ies of glacier ice. In 1900 and 1903 when R ekstad vis it ed 
the locality, glacier ice fl owed into Brimkjele n from the surround ing plateau ice fi eld. It 
entered the valley down an ice fall at the head of the vall ey and was confluen t with the main 
ice body of Tunsbergdalsbreen at the lower end. T here is a strong suggestion o f shrinkage of 
the vall ey glacier in Brimkje len at this time, for R ekstad ( 1905 ) stat es that 

" in September 1900, the glacier surface inside Store Brimkjelen lay about 100 m lown 
than the front of the main g lacier" rtranslation by Mariana and Julian H oward]. 

This, however, d escribes the state of the ice after drainage of subglacial w'ate rs, and our 
photogrammetric reconstruc tion of the situation at that time sugges ts that th e ice surface 
within Brimkjelen had stood at c. 885 m a.s.!. , or a bout 50 m above the rock floor at the 
thinnest part of the ice. 

In 1926 the picture is rather less clear as to whether the glacier fl owing d own Brimkjelen 
was still confluent with Tunsbergdalsbreen . Photographs taken by K . Knudsen illustrating 
I ngstad 's paper ( 1927) appear to show large blocks of detach ed ice sitting within Brimkjelen. 
in between the two respec tive g laciers. Although the ev iden ce is not entirely conclusive , it 
would appear that the detachment of the glacier flo wing down Brimkjelen by recession frolll 
Tunsbergdalsbreen took place around this time. 

By 1937 the situation is much clearer. Finsterwalder's map shows a lake nearl y I km long 
separa ting the two glaciers. It is impossible to determine the exact terminus o f the ice-fall 
glacier at the head of Brimkjelen , since the ice tongue may b e in part submerged beneath the 
waters of this lake. 

Just within the position of the outline of the 1937 glacier, there exist some small moraine 
ridges up to 3 m high on both sides of the valley. These have been dated by lich enometry as 
1942, on the assumption that the growth curve of li chens here is the same as in Tunsbergdalen . 
This lichenometric date does seem in good agreement with Finsterwalder 's ev idence. By 
196 1 the glacier in Brimkjelen had receded completely. The situation at this time was very 
similar to the present day, the ice being confined now to the surrounding plateaux with no 
ice-fall glacier present. 

Contemporaneous with these changes taking place in the ice mass within Brimkjelen 
itself, were the changes undergone by Tunsbergdalsbreen. These indicate bo th a recession 
and a lowering of the dam formed by the ice wall of this glacier. It is not possibl e to fix 
exactly the position of this 1937 ice front , again for the reason that it may have b een obscured 
beneath a supraglacial exten sion of the lake, but it is clear that the Tunsbergdalsbre ice 
extended at least 300 m beyond its 1973 position into Brimkjelen . Good fixes of the position 
in the years 1957, 1961 , 1966 and 1973 show that the recession of Tunsbergdalsbreen has been 
far from regular. Slight re-advances occurred b etween 1957 and 1961 , and between 1966 and 
1973. In 1973 moraine ridges of 1- 2 m in height were present at the base of the ice wall , 
presumably the result of the more recent advance. Further moraines lie a cross Brimkjelen 
at its lower end at distances of up to 200 m from the 1973 ice margin. These would appear to 
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indicate that similar fluctuat ions of th e Tunsbergdalsbre margIn took place also during the 
period Ig37- 57 , for which we have n o direct evidence. 

[n contrast to thc flu ctuating recess ion of the margin of Tunsbergdalsbreen, the lowering 
of its surface appears to have been more regu lar. M easurement of th e surface of the glacier 
take n from the data plotted in Figure 4, a lthough accurate on ly to some 5 m or so (with the 
exception of the less d efinit e Igoo leve l), give some id ea of the rate of lowering. The figures 
are summarized in Table 11. Though too much should n o t be read into these data, it appears 
Ihat the rat e of lowering has been graduall y increased over the p e riod Ig03- 66, with a 
markedly more rapid rat e during 1966- 73. [n total the ice surface has lowered by 175 m 
between Ig03 and 1973 · 

The lakes them selves will now b e cons idered against this background of glac ier flu c tua
tions, for it is these flu ctuations which themselves initiated the formation of the lakes . It 
should be pointed out at the outset that the ev iden ce for the existen ce of a lake varies from 
year to year as summarized in Table [ [[ . [n several instances, the presen ce of a lake has been 
inferred from Rood s down -vall ey in Leirdalen , both from histori c records and from a stream 

T ABLE 11 . T UNSBE RG DALSBREEN. 

LO WER I NG OF GLACIE R SURFACE 

Date Altitude Lowering 
m m /year 

190 3 955 
2. I7 

1937 875 
2.25 

1957 830 
2.50 

1961 820 
3.00 

1966 805 
3·57 

1973 780 
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hydrograph in 1970 (personal comm unica tion from C. Nielsen ) . On the bas is o f both aerial 
and terrestrial ph otographs, the presence of several lakes has been inferred from stranded 
icebergs within the Brimkjelen (Fig. 3) ' These could only have achieved the ir observed 
dist ribution and position by floating on lake wa ters- a point made by Pedersen ( 1958). The 
uppermost point of stranded ice blocks a ll reaching the same level has been taken as indica ting 
maximum lake level, and is considered accurate to 1 m in altitude. On two occasions alone 
th e presence of a substantial lake has been observed direct ly, in 1937 and 1973 · 

TABLE I I I. SU~nlARY OF LAKES I N BRIMKJ ELEN 

Year 

1896- 99 
1900 
190 3 

1926 

1937 
1938 
1947 
1954 
1957 
1962 
1966 
1970 
197 1 
1973a 
1973b 

Flood 
observed 

• • • 
• 

• 

• 

Lake 
obsen'ed 

• 
• 

• 

Lake 
inferred 

• • • 
• 

• • • • • • • • 
* Ese's estimate. t I ngstad 's es tima te. 

THE SE QUENCE OF LAKES 

Lake Drainage 
l'olume date 
>" 10 - 6 

rnl 

< 2 late July 
2 6 August 

c. 2 22 /23 August 
{ 15- 20* 

25-30 t 14 August 

17.6 post 18July 
< 17.6 

pre 28 August 
pre 24 August 

4.2 pre 6 August 
11.5 pre August 
5·3 pre 28 July 
5· 7 2 1- 23 June 

pre 27July 
2·5 pre 27 July 
0.2 I1 August 

The pattern of lake formation , as fin as our fragmentary evidence allows us to interpret, 
is illustrated in Figure 5. The earliest lakes in Brimkjelen for which there is recorded evidence 
occurred in the four summers of 1896- 99. R e kstad (1905, (927) states that , in each of these 
years, floods were observed in Leirdalen during the last part of] uly . These floods were not 
parall eled in rivers in adjacent areas, and are thus presumed to have had their origin as 
outbursts from Brimkjelen. The only indication of their magnitude is that they were less than 
the flood of 1900. 

In 1900, a flood considerably greater than the previous ones took place. Rekstad ( 190 I [a] ) 
subsequently visited the site and described the scene in Brimkjelen and the lines of fracture 
which indicated the area of ice which had subsided as the underlying water had drained away. 
Estimating the m ean depth of the sunken area a s at least 200000 m 2, he arrived at a vo lume 
for the subglacial lake of 2 X [Q0 m 3. 

A flood of comparable magnitude occurred again in 1903, after two years had intervened 
with no floods of great consequence. Rekstad ( 1904) offers no es timate of the magnitude of 
this flood but the tone of his writing suggests that it was of similar magnitude to that of 1900. 

The next great flood took place in 1926. This was of noticeably greater magnitude than 
the previous ones , as it removed the bridge crossing the stream Leirdola in the valley 
Jostedalen , a bridge which had stood for approximately lOO years. Ingstad ( 1927 ) suggests a 
lake volume of 25- 30 X 10° m 3 on the basis of observation of Brimkjelen after the flood. 
R ekstad (1927) quotes an es timate by Ing. Ese of 15- 20 X 106 m 3. Whichever of these estimates 
is the more accurate, it is clear that the flood in this year was the largest on r ecord . 
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Finsterwalder's map provides us with a picture of Brimkjelen in July 1937. Kick (1966) 
quotes a figure of 19.2 X 106 m 3 for the volume of this lake , a lthough we pre fer our figure of 
17.6 X 106 m >, which is d erived from planimeter analysis of our more de tailed base map. 
The figure relates to a lake volume, not a flood , and it is clearly possible that the lake increased 
in volume before draining, this value representing a minimum es timate of the flood magnitudc. 

For the years 1947 and 1954 stranded icebergs suggest that lakes existed to levels of 83 I m 
and 782 m respectively. Unfortunately from the evidence available, it is not possible accurately 
to fix the Tunsbergdalsbre ice front , and thus no volume can be calculated. 

The 1957 aerial photography reveals by stranded ice blocks the former existence of a lake. 
W e calculate the lake level to have reached 797 m, and with a good fix on the 1957 ice margin 
this indicates a volume of 4.2 X 106 m3. 

Howarth ( 1968) describes the evidence for a lake in the Brimkjelen for 1962 . The position 
of stranded ice blocks is clearly shown in a photograph in his paper, and the level of the lake 
shown by the washed surface of the marginal part of Tunsbe rgdalsbreen onto which it ove r
Rowed . These indicated a lake surface at 8 I 5 m , and assuming the position of the ice margin 
to be similar to 1961 we calculate the volume of the 1962 lake to be 11.5 X 106 m -'-

For 1966 the evidence is again from aerial photographs with good information on th e 
position of the ice margin and the level of stranded icebergs. The level of 790 m indi ca tes 
a lake volume of 5.3 X 106 m 3 . 

In 1970 a flood was recorded by the hydrograph in Leirdalen. Though the re are no direc l 
observations of Brimkjele n itself it can reasonably be inferred that the flood represents an 
outburst of a Brimkjel lake, since no simi lar flood was recorded on the proglacial stream of 
the nearby Nigardsbreen. The volume of the Rood , and thus of the inferred lake , was 
5.7 X 106 m 3. 

The present authors visited Brimkje len in 1973 and found evidence from which we 
inferred the former presence of one lake, w hil st directly observing the formation and drainage 
ofa second . A small strandline some 3 cm deep and 10 cm wide was cut into unconsolidated 
sandy sed iments in Brimkjelen (Fig. 6), and was paralleled by a faint but similar feature on the 
surface of Tunsbergdalsbreen at the same altitude (774 m ). This indicates a supraglacial 
extension of the lake, similar to that described by Howarth for 1962. In addition the con
tinuous snow cover around the slopes of Brimkjelen showed a consistent frac ture at the sam e 
height. Beneath this level the snow was distributed down the slopes in a fie ld of isolated 
fractured blocks (Fig. 7) . This is interpre ted as a snow cover formerly extending acmss a 
frozen lake surface and let down as the lake drained. The volume of the lake indicaled by this 
evidence is 2.5 X 106 m 3. 

During 10 and 11 August of the same year a small lake of 0.2 X 106 m 3 was observed to 
form and drain. This lake has been described elsewhere (Mottershead , 1975) ' Although only 
small in comparison with previous lakes, it does indicates that more than one lake can form in 
a given year. 

Such then is the record of lakes for which we have reasonable volumetric evidence. It 
seems probable that the Roods were a regular annual event, at least during the earlier part 
of the century. Ingstad re fers to the autumn floods expected from the glacier, as though they 
were a regular event. Liestol ( 1956) states that the floods continued annually until 1949. 
A major problem is what happened in the years intervening between the recorded Roods. The 
early flood of 1900 excited local comment because of the damage it caused, yet Rekstad 's 
estimate of 2 X 106 m 3 for this flood could make it the smallest of all recorded annual floods. 
1 t is possible that this figure represents an underestimate and that Roods of similar magnitude 
subsequently fail ed to attract attention. The 1926 flood damaged structures which had 
previously remained intac t , and thus was probably the largest event up until this time. Ye t 
the 1937 lakc was of the sam e order of magnitude and no m ention of any flood at this time 
appears in the lit erature. 
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What happened in the intervening years is important in int t; rpreting the pat tern of fl oods. 
On the one hand it may be that the large floods d ocumented were isolated events; alterna ti ve ly 
it may be that they are part of a series of floods of increasing magnitude , d ecreasing in more 
recent years. If the latter were the case then it may be only each new peak event which 
created interest. 

The general pattern of lakes throughout the years, as far as it is possible to d educe it from 
available evidence, is as follows. Conditions conducive to the collection of water first occurred 
in 1896, and during the subsequent decade at least, this water was ponded up by Tunsberg
dalsbreen subglacially beneath the Brimkjel glacier. As this receded, an open lake formed, and 
it appears that it was during this phase that the greatest lakes formed , as evidenced by the 
data for 1926 and 1937. Subsequently as the ice dam of Tunsbergdalsbreen has receded and 
lowered , the lakes have been of much lower magnitude , although in all cases except the brief 
August 1973 lake they were larger than R ekstad 's estimate for 1900. At leas t two of the open 
lakes extended up on to the surface of the impounding Tunsbergdalsbrc. 

THE PATTERN OF DRAINAGE 

Several observations exist of Brimkjelen in a drained sta te , and these enable us to look for 
patterns in the drainage of the lakes. Wherea s in the case of several of the early floods we havc 
a precise date of drainage , for many of the more recent lakes we have to deduce that the 
outburst occurred prior to the date of observation of the drained Brimkjel. 

I n the years 1896- 99 R ekstad states that th e floods occurred at the end of July. The first 
big flood , in 1900, occurred on 6 August , whilst the next major outburst, in 1903, took place 
on 22 /23 August. The reason for the later date in the latter case is assumed by Rekstad (1905 ) 
to be due to the late spring and cold summer of that year, which would delay ablation pro
cesses and thus the lake accumulation would be retarded . C learly it must be expected that the 
timing of the ablation season would have su ch an effect. 

The big flood in 1926 took place on 14 August, and , interes tingly, a photograph in Ingstad 's 
paper (1927) shows that the water level had begun to rise again only three w eeks later. 

The 1937 data are the first of a series giving far less precise information. The field work 
on which Finsterwalder 's map was based, showing the lake full , was carried out in the period 
13- 18 July. All we can safely d educe is that in this year the lake did not drain until at least 
18 July since mention would surely have been made of the fact had the lake drained before the 
party left. 

For the years 1947 and 1954 the site is shown in the drained state on 28 August and 24 
August respec tively, indicating that drainage had occurred before these dates. Pedersen (1958) 
describes Brimkjelen in summer 1956, unfortunately with no indication of the date. For these 
years, therefore our information is insufficiently precise to help interpreta tion. 

Howarth 's 1962 photograph showing Brimkjelen drained, was taken som e time during 
August of that year. The 1966 aerial photograph , taken 28 July, shows the same. Observa
tion by the present authors on 27 July in both 1971 and 1973 indicated that the lake had 
drained before that date in both years. 

There is thus a general tendency for the largest floods to occur during the month of August. 
After the floods of the earliest years during the month of July, the big floods of 1900, 1903, 
1926, and presumably 1937, show a tendency to occur late r in the summer. After 1954, 
imprecise though the data are, there is no record of a flood occuring later than 6 August. 
The only precise record of a flood during this period is from the hydrograph in Leirdalen 
which shows that in 1970 an outburst took place on 21 - 23 June, the earlies t of all the recorded 
dates. 

The pattern of dates of drainage therefo re appears to offer a close parallel with the volume 
of lake outbursts, with th e largest floods occurring during the later month. This may be 
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interpreted in one of two ways. It is possible that a chrono logical sequence exists in which in 
the early stages the presence of ice within Brimkjelen limits the volume of water which could 
accumulate subglacially b efore the ice lifted and the wa ter drained. During the early years 
of the open-lake stage, whilst the ice dam was high and tight , large lakes could accumulatc 
before drainage. As the ice dam became lower ove r the years, so the volume of lakes im
pounded has decreased . 

Alternatively it may be that the big floods occurred only in those years when the ice dam 
remained water-tight longest, and the occurrence of big fl oods is dependent on such chance 
factors as the pressure of the Tunsbergdal ice pushing into Brimkjelen , and the associated 
tightness of crevasses, which may also have d elayed opening in cooler summers. 

The time of release of the lake water will depend on the resistance of the ice dam in 
relation to the pressure put on it by the impounded water. In years when the dam is less fast , 
the water will be released earlier. The pressu re of water will depend on the head . As the ice 
wall has receded over the years so has the shape of the lake basin changed as the convex long 
profile of the floor of Brimkjelen has been revealed. Thus the volume of water required to 
build up a given head of water has decreased as the lakes have become m OI'e compact. Thus 
more recent lakes have been smaller in volume. 

In addition, calculation of the depth of water impounded in the lakes of 193 7, 1957, 1962 , 
1966, and 1973 (spring), has shown that the head ofwatel' has been remarkably constant over 
the years (Table IV). This sugges ts that once a given pressure is attained at the foot , then a 
breach in the ice dam is formed and the lake begins to drain . As Howarth ( 1968) observes, 
there is evidence for fl o tation of the Tunsbergdalsbre ice to allow subglac ial seepage, and (in 
other years) also evidence of tunnel formati on . The actual mechanism o f breaching may 
therefore differ from year to year. 

TABLE 1\' . CAL CULATED DEPTII OF LAKES IN BRIMKJE L EN 

j\!laxillltllll Height of Head 
renr lake level ice foot n.f watPr 

III a.s.1. III a.s. 1. III 

1937 855 778 77 
1957 797 728 69 
1962 81 9 735 84 
1966 790 715 75 
1973 794 720 74 

DISCUSSION 

It has been argued by Lies t0l ( 1956) and more recently by Mathews ( 1973) that the sub
glacial drainage of a lake will create and enlarge a subgl acial tunnel. I mplicit in this argu
ment is that drainage o f th e ice-dammed lake will be complete. This is substantiated by 
fl ood hydrographs which ri se increasingly to a peak, and then terminate suddenly (Whalley, 
197 I ; Mathews, 1973; Mottershead, (975 )' If the supply o f water ceases, then the subglac ial 
tunnel will tend to close (Nye, (973 ) by plastic deformation of the ice, and any furthe r 
addition to the lake denied an outlet. Thus shortly after draining the lake may begin to fill 
agai n. Several observations have shown Brimkjelen in this s tat e- Pillew ize r ( 1952) mentions 
a lake level in 1938 considerably lower than the previous year. Ingstad ( 1927) remarks that 
the lake had begun to re fill some three weeks after the 1926 fl ood. Pedersen ( 1958) in 1956, 
Howarth ( 1968) in 1962 , and the presen t authors in 1971 , saw the site also with only a small 
volume of water in th e bottom of the bowl. It would appear that 1973, with the Brimkje l 
stream draining continuously beneath Tunsbergdalsbreen and maintaining an open tunne l, 
was the exception in this respec t (Fig. 8 ). 
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h.~. 11. /Jroi1l(/gr of Ih" Ihill/kil'l .l /n'"", i1llo 11 .lIIbgl"c i,,111/1I1I1'1 lt'i lhill 'fll llsbl'fgd" I.,brffll .. loglIsl ''173 I lIolf./l.~lIrf IIlltji ). 

It \muld appear th ereio lT that the lakes have normally begun 1.0 fill during the lalt er part 
of the summer. Presumably littl e increase takes place during the winter months, until the 
spring thaw. During th e early part of the summer the lake can be expected to rise rapidly, 
Ilntil the point of drainage is reached. C learly the volume of water wh ich has accrued prior 
In the ou tburst will depend largely on the dat e of the latter. Whether th e model outlined 
ear li er is generall y appli cable , or whcther th e nuctuation in size of thc Brimkjel lakes is a 
chance process. can only b e tes ted by similar observations of other such sit es. 
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